A defining feature of today’s society, at least in North America, is the increasing number of older people leading reasonably healthy lives. This demographic reality portends a significant problem for health professionals, including dentists, dental hygienists, dental assistants and denturists. As people age, they typically become more frail, and as frailty intensifies, they become more dependent on others for assistance with routine activities of daily life. Frailty is usually construed as a negative term associated with various levels of dependency, although, as in all characterizations of health and disability, the levels are indistinct.

The dominant model of frailty portrays a person coping dynamically with the usual needs of daily life but with impaired neurological control and energy levels below a critical threshold. This model incorporates a multitude of assets (e.g., strength, wealth, social support) and deficits (e.g., chronic disease, poverty, social isolation) that either support or disturb social independence. This dynamic model raises important questions bearing on the social and psychological factors that balance the assets and deficits of the older person. It also questions the positive and negative roles of health professionals in the management of frailty. In any event, frailty has an indisputable
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influence on quality of life, which is particularly evident in long-term care (LTC) facilities. This paper addresses the role and responsibility of dentistry in contributing to the health, dignity and quality of life of frail elderly people living in LTC facilities.

Frailty and Institutional Care

Chronic illness and disability are the major health care challenges in most industrialized countries. They directly influence quality of life and indirectly raise concerns about allocation of health resources and limitations of medical interventions. Frailty and dependency loom largest after the age of 80 years, when about one-third of the population live in the sheltered environment of a nursing home, personal care home, extended care hospital or some other form of LTC facility (long-term care and the level of care provided in such facilities have different meanings, measurements and funding in each province and territory, but generally the level of care is based on the number of hours of care provided per resident in a facility where continuous on-site nursing is available [www.cha.ca/Facility_Based_Long_Term_Care.htm]). Yet despite unstable health and increasing dependency, the typical 85-year-old can look forward to at least 5 more years of life. Cardiovascular, neurological and musculoskeletal disorders are the usual accompaniments of frailty, but it is the less dramatic ailments, such as lapse of memory, restricted mobility, hearing loss, poor eyesight and insomnia, that cause most of the daily annoyances and threats to independence.

Government policies in many Canadian jurisdictions promote health, safety and overall quality of life by defining the expected quality of care in LTC facilities. Typically the regulations are vague, possibly in deference to personal choice and individual rights, in recognition of the multiple sources of care available to older people and to allow administrators more flexibility in the provision of care. For example, in British Columbia, the Community Care and Assisted Living Act requires licensed operators of LTC facilities to “ensure that a person in care is assisted in (a) maintaining daily oral health, (b) obtaining professional dental services as required, and (c) following a recommendation or order for dental treatment made by a dental health care professional.” In addition, the operators “must ensure that staff develop and implement an individualized care plan [including oral health care] for a person in care … for two or more weeks,” and they must “encourage a person in care to obtain an examination by a dental health care professional [based on their scope of practice] at least once every year.” (The Act itself refers to an examination by health care professionals in general; unfortunately this service comes at a financial cost that most administrators cannot or will not support. Similarly, the financial viability of fee-for-service dental care is questionable for most clinical practitioners, relative to the usual returns of private practice. Quite simply, most dentists, dental hygienist and denturists see little incentive, apart from a vague and non-compelling sense of professional responsibility, for attending to the needs of frail residents of LTC facilities.)

Uneasy Dental Services for Frail Elderly People

The relatively low priority given to oral health in many LTC facilities is an ongoing cause for concern, and there is little indication that priorities have changed substantially over the past quarter century. Dentistry and oral health care continue to form a relatively minor component of services in LTC facilities. Administrators and nursing staff blame the many conflicting priorities of daily care and the difficulties of getting access to helpful dental personnel. Dentists and other dental personnel tend to justify their lack of enthusiasm for such services by identifying financial constraints, poor clinical equipment and lack of cooperation from residents, staff and administrators; they also worry about managing the physical and cognitive instability of residents in this unusual clinical setting.

There is no ideal strategy for organizing dental services in LTC facilities. Some facilities have explicit policies and procedures involving formal arrangements with dental personnel, whereas others operate much more informally with regard to mouth care and dentistry. Typically, the administrators and staff freely acknowledge their inability to recognize oral diseases, and they openly express concerns about the challenges of providing daily oral hygiene along with their other duties. There is little doubt that dental personnel working on salary in an in-house clinic can provide excellent comprehensive care for residents, but there is no indication that priorities have changed substantially. Unfortunately this service comes at a financial cost that most administrators cannot or will not support. Similarly, the financial viability of fee-for-service dental care is questionable for most clinical practitioners, relative to the usual returns of private practice. Quite simply, most dentists, dental hygienist and denturists see little incentive.

The effectiveness of oral health care, delivered by whatever means, is influenced by the organizational context of the facility. Therefore, a successful strategy or context for oral health care requires a plan that is clear to all, a commitment from all involved to implement the plan and an awareness of individual and shared responsibilities. Most facilities have arrangements with local dentists to manage acute problems requiring emergency treatment, but beyond that there are large voids in the dental services.
available to residents. In recent years, administrators of LTC facilities have been engaging dental hygienists, dentists and denturists to assess and record the oral health status of new residents; however, the challenges of restorative health care and daily oral hygiene remain unresolved nearly everywhere.

Finally, and perhaps most optimistically, the presence of a “champion” for oral health care, whether an “insider” from the existing administration and staff or an “outsider” in the form of visiting dental personnel, has been an essential ingredient in successful efforts to overcome these challenges. It is especially noteworthy that the background and professional qualifications of such champions are much less important than their enthusiasm and abilities to infiltrate the culture of the institution.

**Strategies for Specific Disorders**

**Caries**

Dental destruction and tooth loss occur largely because of caries, either directly through surface demineralization or indirectly through endodontic pathoses and tooth fracture. Frequent consumption of sugar in drinks and sweet foods, which most facilities provide abundantly, nourishes cariogenic bacteria, and most medications for chronic disorders disturb the flow and buffering capacity of saliva. Furthermore, all population-based preventive and management strategies for caries can be thwarted by the uneven risk of caries in this population. Some people’s teeth are resistant to caries despite irregular oral hygiene and an almost constant intake of sugar, whereas a small minority will experience rapid and virulent development of rampant caries even with daily brushing and flossing and routine dental examinations. Fluoride in the communal water supply or supplied through higher-than-usual concentrations (about 0.2%) in mouthwashes and toothpaste will prevent or retard the spread of caries just as effectively among frail elderly people as among children. Neutral fluoride is preferable to acidulated or stannous products for older mouths because of the etching effect of acids on ceramic restorations and acrylic resin; it can be applied with a sponge without risk of toxic effects to severely disabled residents. Other agents, such as chlorhexidine and ozone, also show promise for inhibiting caries, but toothpaste and mouth rinses remain the mainstay of effective preventive strategies against caries in this population.

**Gingivitis and Periodontitis**

Food debris and plaque seem to cause less distress to frail elderly people than to people in other age groups, possibly because of reduced proprioceptive awareness and poor vision. However, how much dental plaque and food debris is acceptable on and around the teeth, and how effective are oral hygiene techniques? The answers to these questions are unclear as germ theory gives way to current concepts of biofilms on teeth. The bacteria present on teeth are protected by a surrounding matrix in the biofilm, which might explain why antimicrobial agents have had limited success in controlling periodontal disease and why mechanical plaque control and personal oral hygiene remain an integral part of periodontal therapy. Fortunately, loss of teeth because of periodontitis is unusual among elderly people, no matter how frail, and a recent systematic review of existing evidence concluded that the connections between poor oral hygiene, periodontitis and tooth loss are very uncertain. Nonetheless, plaque continues to cause chronic marginal gingivitis, which is almost endemic in this population.

Oral malodour from poor oral hygiene and bleeding gingiva certainly disturbs social relationships, which might lead to life-threatening social isolation. There might also be a relationship between bacterial plaque and aspiration pneumonia, although to date the strength of the evidence supporting this relationship is not strong. Moreover, the long-term effectiveness of oral hygiene regimens for frail elderly people, including those involving education of the staff in LTC facilities, has been disappointing, despite some vigorous efforts by dentists and dental hygienists. Clearly, the processes underlying all of these associations, however plausible, need further development.

**Propensity to Seek Oral Health Care**

Propensity to seek care addresses the need to consider people within the context of their physical and cognitive abilities and their overall desire for treatment and potential for benefit. As frailty increases, propensity to seek treatment declines. In a study of Vancouver’s LTC facilities some years ago, for example, about one-third of the residents had a propensity to seek comprehensive dental treatment, one-tenth were unlikely to endure most dental procedures, and the others might have benefited from very limited care. In short, preventing oral dysfunction and disease and managing disability in old age depends heavily on the ability to recognize the resiliency and fluidity of health and disability.

**Professional Turf Wars**

Recently, the issue of oral health care in LTC facilities has become part of a “turf war” between the professional organizations representing the collective interests of dentists and dental hygienists. The Canadian Dental Hygienists Association contends that “restrictive provincial dental hygiene legislation that requires supervision, an order, authorization, or directions from dentists makes it more difficult to bring about change or to reduce barriers to oral health care delivery... [especially] in non-traditional practice settings, such as long-term care facilities.” The Canadian Dental Association has countered with the view that “[d]entists are the only professionals
qualified by educational preparation to provide a comprehensive differential diagnosis of oral health status, to plan and render treatment and to prescribe or refer specific aspects of treatment,32 no matter where the service is required.33 Several regulatory bodies in Canada have established minimum standards of oral health care in LTC facilities. However, as explained above, the Community Care and Assisted Living Act in British Columbia specifies only that residents must be examined by a "dental health care professional" who is a member of the College of Dental Surgeons, the College of Dental Hygienists or the College of Denturists in the province.6 The British Columbia Dental Association acknowledges the special needs of frail elderly people with the statement that it is committed “to finding solutions to enhance access to care for seniors through public and professional education and innovative initiatives involving public and private partnerships.”33 Several initiatives have been put in place in the province, some involving attempts at interdisciplinary cooperation between dentists and dental hygienists. However, the turf war continues on many fronts, pitching principle against practice and self-interest against the public good. The overall effect is inadequate health care, as residents wait for help with bad breath, bleeding gingiva, decaying teeth, ill-fitting dentures, restricted food choice, compromised quality of life and possibly an increased risk of life-threatening pneumonia.

Quality of Life Mediated by Ethics and Justice

The concepts of "quality of life" and "health-related quality of life" are laden with cultural values and influenced by personal goals, expectations, standards and concerns.34 Oral health care near the end of life revolves mostly around comfort and safety. Yet conflicting views on appropriate objectives of treatment can cause disturbing misunderstandings among dental personnel, facility staff and residents. The constant struggle between ideal practice and practical treatment is complicated by the ethical conflict between autonomy and beneficence, whereby the personal or autonomous wishes of a resident differ from the beneficial recommendations of professional caregivers; at present, autonomy usually dominates.11 There is, as a result, much disagreement on what constitutes reasonable oral health care, a just allocation of resources and fair financial compensation.2 While official disagreement persists, there are many instances across the country where dentists, dental hygienists and denturists provide good, cooperative and devoted care in LTC facilities. Moreover, there is little rejection overall of the principle that reasonable care for frail persons demands active prevention of dysfunction augmented by restorative treatment to provide maximum benefit for those who are among the least advantaged in society. Unfortunately, the professional links that can put this principle fully into practice for frail elderly people in LTC facilities remain to be forged.

Perhaps by helping to train nurses and care aides before they begin practice and by forging cooperative interactions between organizations of dental professionals, it will be possible to restore and maintain the dignity of old age.●
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